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Outline of Today’s Presentation
I. Due Diligence Fundamentals

a. Purpose of All Appropriate Inquiry

b. CERCLA Defenses

c. ASTM E1527

II. Special Considerations for Scope of Inquiry

I. Vapor Intrusion

II. PFAS/emerging chemicals

III. Tools to Address Environmental Risks and Liabilities

I. Purchase and Sale Agreements

I. Asset Purchase vs. Merger

II. PSA Provisions/clauses

II. Insurance

I. Historic

II. New Products
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CERCLA Fundamentals

CERCLA Principles
• “Pollutor Pays”
• “Superfund” created by tax on petroleum and chemicals (tax is no longer in place)
• A new kind of liability

― Fault not an issue, Responsible Party definitions
― Current owners/operators of facility 
― Former owners/operators of facility at the time of release/disposal
― Any person who arranged for disposal or treatment
― Any person who accepts hazardous substances for disposal or treatment

― Joint and Several (for the most part)

― Retroactive

― Subject only to statutory defenses

― Broad definitions of hazardous substance, release, facility and courts have 
interpreted the statutory language broadly
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Why do Due Diligence? 
• Initially established to qualify for CERCLA defenses that 

were added to CERCLA in Brownfields Amendments 

• Lenders

• Insurers

• Tenants

• Fully-informed buyer

• Know if there are environmental concerns

• Adjustments to price

• Address in Purchase and Sale Agreement terms

• Now baked into the Commercial Real Estate process 
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Defenses to Superfund Liability
• Act of God

• Act of War

• Act or omission of third party
• Must be unrelated to potentially responsible party (PRP) and

no “contractual privity”

• Innocent Landowners (ILOs)
• after All Appropriate Inquiries, unknowingly purchase the

source of the contamination

• Bona Fide Prospective Purchasers (BFPP)
• after All Appropriate Inquiries, knowingly acquire source of

contamination (includes landowners and lessees)

• Contiguous Property Owner (CPO)
• after All Appropriate Inquiries, knowingly acquires property

contaminated by adjacent property

• Secured Lenders/Creditors
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Scope and implementation of due 
diligence activities

• All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI) is met by performing a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA)
― EPA’s AAI rule sets out requirements at 40 CFR Part 312
― ASTM E 1527-13 Phase I Standard (Industry Standard) is specifically 

recognized in 40 CFR Part 312 as meeting EPA’s requirements for AAI
― ASTM E 2247-16 Phase I for Forestland/Rural Property

• Phase I does not involve sampling but if Recognized Environmental Conditions
(RECs) are identified, a Phase II site assessment involving sampling of soil,
groundwater, soil vapor, or indoor air may be recommended

• The AAI Rule discusses Phase I ESA requirements but it is generally accepted
that if a Phase II is recommended, failure to do so would result in not
performing appropriate due diligence
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Phase I ESA – Scope of Work
• Records Review

― Public Information

― State and Federal Resources 

― Local Community Resources 

― Database Service Providers

― Historic records review: aerial photos, fire 
insurance maps, title reports, etc.

― Previous environmental reports
• Site Reconnaissance

― Exterior and interior of property and 
adjoining properties

• Interviews with relevant parties

― Past and present owners, operators and 
occupants

― Key site or EHS manager
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ASTM E1527-21

• ASTM standard was updated in 2021
― Previous version was updated 2013

• E1527-21 does not take effect until EPA approves
― EPA “Direct Final Rule” in Federal Register March 14, 2022, expected to be 

effective May 13, 2022

• Changes in E1527-21 from 2013 version
― More required historical records review (aerial photos, maps, city directories) 

for both subject property and adjoining properties

― Revised or added definitions of key terms, including Recognized 
Environmental Condition

― Title search back to 1980

― Did not include emerging contaminants that are not on EPA’s list of CERCLA 
hazardous substances yet (PFAS)

― Vapor Intrusion potential is a separate ASTM Standard

― Will likely increase costs for some properties

― Basis for many of the changes was identifying former dry cleaners 
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Non-Scope Considerations

• Various non-scope considerations identified in Section 13 and Appendix X of
ASTM 1527, including:

• Radon (naturally occurring),
• Asbestos-containing materials (within structures);
• Lead based paint (within structures); and
• Health & Safety Risks
• Regulatory Compliance

• These substances/conditions do not present CERCLA liability but may present a
”business environmental risk” and ASTM advises users to enter into separate
arrangements with environmental professional to address these risks
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Vapor Intrusion

Migration of contaminated vapors emanating from soil and groundwater into 
structures

• Migration of vapors is included within scope of ASTM 1527 but no specific direction on how to
evaluate vapor intrusion risks or liabilities.

• Expresss limitations include:

• Does not address health & safety issues (See Section 1.6)

• Does not address federal, state, or local laws (See Section 1.1.4)

• Includes migration of vapors through “subsurface” (but does not mention intrusion into
building) (See Section 3.2.53 )

• Refers to Standard Guide for Vapor Encroachment Screening on Property Involved in Real
Estate Transactions, ASTM Guide 2600 for assessment of vapor encroachment (See Section
3.2.53.1)

• Addresses migration of potential subsurface contamination but not vapor intrusion

• Recommends consulting state guidance for investigation
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Vapor Intrusion

Vapor intrusion drives costs and liabilities at many contaminated sites

• Rapidly changing regulatory landscape
• State and local requirements may different from federal regulations
• New approaches to investigation and assessment of risk

• Multiple lines of evidence rather than sidestep investigation (e.g.,
California, Massachusetts)

• Conservative attenuation factor

• Acute risks associated with TCE which can trigger immediate response,
including evacuation

• More stringent screening levels
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Closing Gaps in Due Diligence

Establish scope of due diligence:
• Identify relevant out of scope considerations (Check Section 13)

• Radon, ACM, LBP?

• Use of 2600 Guide for Vapor Encroachment?

• Any forthcoming regulatory standards that could impact property?
• Section 3.2.38(2) mentions a “change in regulatory criteria” but not

forthcoming guidance or standards?

• Any relevant state or local laws?

• After draft report prepared, discuss recommendations with environmental
professional and legal counsel
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Non-Scope:  PFAS Substances

Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances or PFAS 

• Class of man-made chemicals with thousands of different variations
• Two most widely studied and used PFAS substances: PFOA and PFOS

• Used to coat products designed to be stain-resistant, waterproof, and
non-stick (e.g., Teflon, Scotch Guard, Gore Tex)

• Used in our cookware, pizza boxes, popcorn bags

• Used by industry in dust suppression, electronics, fuel additives

• Used in firefighting, emergency response for fire fighting properties

• Persistent, bioaccumlative, and toxic at low levels

• Chemicals found where they are released directly and in areas where
they would likely accumulate (landfills, wastewater treatment facilities)
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Non-Scope:  PFAS Substances

Like vapor intrusion, regulatory landscape around PFAS is rapidly changing

• Not a CERCLA hazardous substance yet, but it’s coming
• CERCLA HS status could have significant impact for owners of

contaminated sites
• State and local requirements may be different from federal regulations

• PFOA and PFOS deemed hazardous substances in Washington State
• 12 states adopted or proposed drinking water standards (including CA)

• Evaluating for the presence of PFAS substances not required as part of the due
diligence process, HOWEVER

• Significant upside at risky sites where historical activites included metal
finishing, textile production, electroplating, fire suppression

• Consider:  Availability and viability of defenses and strict liability
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Contaminated Property Transactions
Purchase and Sale Agreements

Early Considerations
• Offer/Letter of Intent/Term Sheet

― Overview of parties’ expectations

• Asset Purchase vs. Merger
― Buyer acquires all liabilities in a merger, including environmental

― Are Phase I ESAs required in a merger?

• Due Diligence period
― Prior to negotiation/execution of PSA?

― Due Diligence period after PSA execution/pre-closing?
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Contaminated Property Transactions
Purchase and Sale Agreements

PSA Terms
• Identify and allocate liabilities, risks

Releases
• As-Is clause (buyer’s release of seller)
• Seller’s release of buyer
• Silence

Reps and Warranties
• Breach/ remedies
• Expiration
• Exceptions

― Schedule of exceptions
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Contaminated Property Transactions
Purchase and Sale Agreements

Indemnification
• Indemnify, defend and hold harmless
• Compare to releases
• In favor of buyer
• In favor of seller
• Scope/limitations

― Cleanup

― Off-site

― Known or unknown conditions

― Baseline data at site if operations are on-going

• Indemnification is only as good as the party backing it
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Contaminated Property Transactions
Purchase and Sale Agreements

Covenants
• Buyer’s
• Seller’s

Contingencies
• Buyer’s
• Seller’s

Remedies for breach 
Opportunity to cure
Initial payments (“earnest money”)

• Held in escrow
• Disposition if transaction does not close
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Insurance to Address Contamination

• Historical Insurance Policies
• Pre 1986 (generally)

• Finding Records – documents, statements, use of archeaologists

• Coverage counsel

• Importance of

• Interpretation of policies dependent on state law

• Notice – trigger a claim and start the clock ticking

• Defense and Indemnity Benefits

• Assignment of coverage and anti-assignment clauses

• Generally valid after a loss has occurred

• After-acquired property coverage

• Legal or factual involvement with the property not necessary?
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Insurance to Address Contamination

• New Products:  Site Pollution Policies

• Property or Portfolio Specific
• Covers Unknown Contamination

• New conditions
• Unknown pre-existing conditions

• Can be tailored to include other coverages
• Diminishing limits
• Typically, 10-year policy terms and high premiums

• Claims Made

• Claim must be made during the policy or reporting period

• Different from historical insurance policies, which are occurrence
based
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Insurance to Address Contamination

• New Products:  Cost Cap Coverage / Remediation Stop Loss
• Products coming back on market after being gone

• Property specific
• Insurance against cleanup cost overruns
• Insurers require heightened levels of certainty

• Identified contamination
• Regulatory approval of remedial work plan

• Negotiated on a policy-by-policy basis
• Premiums can be high and based on a percentage of total limit
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Insurance to Address Contamination

• New Products: :  TetraCap

• Collaboration between Tetra Tech and Beazley Insurance Co.

• TetraTech is the consultant and the insured

• Guaranteed fixed price remediation up to 225% of cleanup price

• Works well where time is of the essence

• Tetra Tech is incentivized to move quickly

• Guaranteed fixprice cleanup up to 225% of price

• $5M to $30M cleanups with regulatory certainty required

• Five- to seven-year remediation timeline preferred

• More information on TetraCap: Trisha Blau at AON (415-486-6936 or
trisha.blau@aon.com)
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Prospective Purchaser Agreements

U.S. EPA and some state regulatory agencies will offer prospective purchaser 
agreements under some circumstances

• Where property is contaminated, PPA offers new buyer some protections
provided remediation is conducted under agency oversight

• Includes a covenant not to sue and CERCLA contribution protection
• Reopener limited to discovery of new contamination
• But Five-Year Reviews apply (where contamination left in place, adequacy

of remedy must be evaluated)

In California, an agreement, offered under the California Land Reuse and 
Revitalization Act (“CLRRA”) offers similar protections and is more easily 
available.
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